
 

Customer Services Manager 

Northern Rail Ltd 

via email 

 

9 June 2014 

 

Dear Sir or Madam 

 

Bicycles on �orthern Rail Trains 

 

Last Thursday, 5
th
 June I had an uncomfortable experience as a result of Northern Rail policy.  

I had spent a day out on my bike and was intending to return from Giggleswick to Lancaster 

with bicycle on the 13.25 train.  On the train’s arrival the guard came out and explained that 

he couldn’t take the bike as there were already two bikes on the train and he had been given a 

management directive to restrict transport of bikes to a maximum of two per train.  I pointed 

out to him that there was no further train for 3½ hours, and lots of space on the train, so could 

he not make an exception on this occasion?  No, he said, and off he went with the train. 

 

What was I to do?  I could have waited the 3½ hours, but the next train was the last one, and I 

was concerned that the same situation might pertain, and I would not be able to get home that 

night.  So I felt I had no choice but to cycle the 22 miles back to Halton.  I am 64 years old 

with a chronic health condition, and I had already cycled what I consider to be my “quota” for 

the day, so the journey was an enormous effort for me and I arrived home three hours later 

extremely exhausted. 

 

However I do not write in an attempt to gain your sympathy.  My point is this: there is no 

facility for booking a place for a bike on your trains, so if staff are going to stick to the letter 

of your regulations, getting on a Northern Rail train with bicycle is going to be entirely a hit-

and-miss situation.  This would not matter much on lines running a regular (say at least 

hourly) service, but where the service is infrequent, real hardship may occur.  I would appeal 

to Northern Rail to make it clear to staff that they can show discretion, or else, more 

satisfactorily, to introduce a booking service for bikes on lines without a frequent service. 

 

I am hopeful of a constructive reply. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

 

 

 

Jeremy Boreham 

 

cc  Lancaster and Skipton Rail Users’ Group: lasrug@icloud.com  

Dynamo Lancaster: dynamocycle@btinternet.com  


